
Good Morning, Gentlemen & Ladies;

     It appears, that we may have a couple of problems.  I have before me, a 
series of documents, which should be of interest to you.

     What these registered documents clearly indicate, is that, We, as in the 
"Sovereign Authority," and "We the People of Montrose & Mesa Counties," have 
been seriously defrauded, deceived, duped, and "injured," well beyond 
comprehension under your watch, and that, it is Time for you, as OUR “Elected 
County Commissioners,” to make a course-correction!

    In the interest of transparency, and "full-disclosure," I hope you won't mind my 
inviting a few guests along, as this message is intended to promote transparency, 
and to be a training & educational session.

1).  The first, and perhaps the most serious of these problems, involve a "Private, 
non-profit, tax-exempt Corporation" known as County Technical Services, Inc..  
This "Private Corporation" appears to operating a "monopoly" on providing 
questionable co-oped insurance services & products to, nearly, all the Counties 
in Colorado, while marketing itself as a "government agency," which it is, clearly, 
NOT!

     A).  Before opening the other attached documents I'm providing for your 
review, it's important to understand, just what County Technical Services, Inc., 
a.k.a. "CTSI," appears to be doing, and what their true intentions have, 
apparently, been.  It's important to know, too, that the Montrose County Sheriff, 
the Federal Securities & Exchange Commission, and the Internal Revenue 
Service, have been asked to investigate CTSI on what can, only, be explained 
as an intricate & complex racketeering enterprise engaged in embezzlement, tax 
evasion, insurance & securities fraud, a Pyramid Scheme, a Ponzi Scheme, and 
a Shell Game, involving taxpayer funds, municipal bonds, and fidelity, 
performance, and surety bonds, being used as “commercial instruments for these 
frauds.”

     B).  What concerns me the most about what CTSI has done, and continues to 
do, is to incorporate the assistance of various County Commissioners around 
Colorado, including Montrose County Commissioner, Gary Ellis, to sit as their 
"Private Board of Directors."  This specific recruitment tactic & activity involving 
"elected public officials" violates, both, State & US Constitutions, Montrose 
County Policies, Procedures, Bylaws, Charters, and Rules of Conduct, 
prohibiting such "Conflicts of Interest" by our “elected officials.”  This activity even 
violates CTSI's own corporate policies, procedures, bylaws, and rules of conduct, 
if they were to read them, yet, CTSI and the County Commissioners, seem 
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unaffected by these charges, and they do NOT appear to want to change, or 
modify, their operations, or conduct.

          1).  1.7 CODE OF ETHICS
     “The Colorado Procurement Code of Ethics and Guidelines, Parts I and II (CRS 24-18) 
serves as a model for Montrose County purchasing activities. Should conflicts occur between 
Colorado procurement code and Montrose County policy, this policy manual shall govern. 
Individuals agree to:
• avoid any intent or display of unethical or compromising practices. 
• exercise care in judgment and authority by following instructions issued by the State.
• comply with all laws and advise the County of possible legal consequences due to 

purchasing activities. 
• avoid conflicts of interest. 
• remove from the purchasing process anyone who may be involved in a conflict of interest. 
• refrain from solicitation or acceptance of gratuities valued at more than $50 in a  
  calendar year, which could influence, or appear to influence, decisions in purchasing  
  activities.
• encourage positive supplier relationships by remaining neutral throughout the 

purchase process. 
• maintain honor and integrity to further the trust and respect of the State and the public. 
• provide equal opportunity for all businesses, regardless of size or ownership in 

accordance with this policy. 
• further enhance procurement status by maintaining ethical standards of behavior.

     C).  The documents you are about to see, will demonstrate CTSI's “apparent 
misappropriations” of taxpayer funds, and where, by their own “admission(s),” 
these funds are being pooled, and used as "private investment capital" for CTSI’s 
stock purchases, and other private investments.  Through the research of the 
County's "Certificates of Participation," with CTSI, a.k.a. "CAPs," the County's 
“Comprehensive Annual Financial Report," and having examined CTSI's 
"financials," which are now CLOSED to public inspection, taxpayer funds, along 
with the premium payments for municipal surety, fidelity, and performance bonds 
for public officials are channeled through a multiplex of insurance underwriters, to 
a point where these "bonds" CANNOT be found, or filed against, without great 
difficulty.  The “language,” as in the “Colors of Law” being employed in these 
“instruments,” alone, is enough to deflect, deny, and reject, any & all valid, 
Righteous, and properly presented Claims made against them! 

     D).  Further; there appears to be NO RETURN of revenues from CTSI's 
"capital investments" back to the Counties, as in back to the “taxpayer,” indicating 
that these funds are being absorbed, somewhere, along the line by CTSI, or their 
affiliates, in profit, distributions, salaries, commissions, expenses, perks, 
bonuses, and/or their need to enlist the help of “legal counsel.”  Promoting 
themselves as a “government agency,” as was proclaimed by their “legal 
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counsel,” the need to enlist such “private legal counsel,” rather than solicit help 
from the State Attorney General, was, for a time, quite puzzling at first, yet, as it 
turned out, this has been very illuminating as to the real nature of CTSI!

     E).  The nearly unchartable “maze,” and "multiplex" of insurance underwriters 
include One Beacon Insurance, Western Surety Insurance, CNA Financial, 
and Lexington Insurance Company, among others. 
     In the case of One Beacon Insurance, with their broad mix of subsidiaries, 
and with their corporate headquarters located in Bermuda, and Lexington 
Insurance Company, a subsidiary of AIG, with AIG's headquarters being 
located in Shanghai, China, the “intrusion” of these “foreign principles,” into 
the finances, processes & procedures of our local county governments, raise a 
number of very serious red flags!
     In these two cases, there appears to be no attempt of "full-disclosure" by 
CTSI, as to identify, or disclose, this “un-LAW-ful intrusion” by these "foreign 
principles" involved in providing our local governments a wide, yet, questionable 
range of insurance products, some of which, do NOT appear to be any more 
valid than the fraudulent “Oaths of Office” being securitized by them.
     In the case of Western Surety Company, this company was sold to CNA 
Financial, in 1992, yet, CTSI continues to solicit business using the Western 
Surety Company “Letter-Head” paper, which, clearly, constitutes fraud.

     F).  For a more extensive assessment of CTSI’s suspect activities, you are 
welcome to review several attached documents, including my filings with the 
SEC, and the IRS, along with other filings to CTSI’s “private law firm” of 
Williams, Turner & Holmes, P.C. of Grand Junction, who, by request from CTSI, 
have attempted to obstruct my research, and to silence my exposure of CTSI’s 
suspicious activities through un-LAW-ful court actions, and their filing “False 
Information & Hoaxes,” and inducing “Fraud upon the Courts.”

2).  The second problem We are facing, also involves the failure to disclose the 
activities to “the People,” of “foreign agents of foreign principles,” and concerns 
“County Attorney,” Robert J. Hill, Esquire, where the forensic documents I have in 
front of me, show that Mr. Hill, "Esquire," as a member of the Colorado BAR 
Association, and the American BAR Association, and the International BAR 
Association, is, under these documents, identified as a "foreign agent of a 
foreign principle."

     A).  As such, Robert J. Hill, Esq., does not appear to have satisfied the State 
& US Constitutional requirements necessary for "practicing law" in the State, or 
the US, let alone, holding "public office," whether "elected," or by "appointment."  
These "requirements" include his having to "Register" as a "foreign agent & 
propagandist" with the US Secretary of State, and/or the Colorado Secretary of 
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State.  If Mr. Hill has, indeed, "Registered" as a "foreign agent & propagandist," 
would you be so kind, as to ask Mr. Hill to provide his "Certified Registry" to 
"practice law" in Colorado, and/or the United States?  This “Certified Registry” is 
NOT the same as his “Union B.A.R. Card,” yet, the two are, most certainly, 
related!

     B).  According to USC Title #22, Section #G & #H, which was amended by 
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1942, with his "Executive Order #9176," Mr. Hill is 
prohibited from representing ANY-ONE beyond representing his "foreign 
principle," which is the International BAR Association, a.k.a. "Crown Templar," 
and may NOT "represent," "lobby," "influence," or "persuade," ANY "government 
agency," "official," or "agent," as Sections #G & #H describe, and where Section 
#(a) defines the Penalties for violating USC Title #22, as follows;

     g) Persons qualified to practice law
     "Any person qualified to practice law, insofar as he engages or agrees to 
engage in the legal representation of a disclosed foreign principal before any 
court of law or any agency of the Government of the United States: Provided, 
That for the purposes of this subsection legal representation does not include 
attempts to influence or persuade agency personnel or officials other than in 
the course of judicial proceedings, criminal or civil law enforcement inquiries, in- 
vestigations, or proceedings, or agency proceedings required by statute or 
regulation to be conducted on the record." 
[“statutes or regulations” are NOT LAW, and there exists NO “LAW-ful court of 
record” in Colorado, or in the uNited States!] 

     (h) Agents of foreign principals
     “Any agent of a person described in section 611(b)(2) of this title or an entity 
described in section 611(b)(3) of this title if the agent has engaged in lobbying activities 
and has registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 [2 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.] 
in connection with the agentʼs representation of such person or entity.
(June 8, 1938, ch. 327, § 3, 52 Stat. 632; Aug. 7, 1939, ch. 521, § 2, 53 Stat. 1245; 
Apr. 29, 1942, ch. 263, § 1,56 Stat. 254; Pub. L. 87–366, §2, Oct. 4, 1961, 75 Stat. 
784; Pub. L. 89–486, § 3, July 4, 1966, 80 Stat. 246; Pub. L. 104–65, §9(2), (3), Dec. 
19, 1995, 109 Stat. 700; Pub. L. 105–166, §5, Apr. 6, 1998, 112 Stat. 39.)

     (a) Violations; false statements and willful omissions
     "Any person who; (1) willfully violates any provision of this subchapter or any 
regulation thereunder, or (2) in any registration statement or supplement thereto 
or in any other document filed with or furnished to the Attorney General under the 
provisions of this subchapter willfully makes a false statement of a material fact 
or willfully omits any material fact required to be stated therein or willfully omits a 
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material fact or a copy of a material document necessary to make the statements 
therein and the copies of documents furnished therewith not misleading, shall, 
upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or by 
imprisonment for not more than five years, or both, except that in the case of a 
violation of subsection (b), (e), or (f) of section 614 of this title or of subsection (g) 
or (h) of this section the punishment shall be a fine of not more than $5,000 or 
imprisonment for not more than six months, or both."

     C).  Further; the "Titles of Nobility Act," a.k.a. "The Original XIII 
Amendment," identifies & describes those of priviledge & title, and the penalty & 
punishment available with which the "Sovereign," as in "the People," may act 
against Robert J. Hill, and others, for their criminal impersonation, and other 
criminal acts against the State Constitution, the US Constitution, and against "the 
People," who have been "injured" by his activities as "County Attorney." "The 
Original XIII Amendment” reads as follows;

     "If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive or retain any title of 
nobility or honour, or shall, without the consent of (“the People) Congress, accept and 
retain any present, pension, office or emolument of any kind whatever, from any 
emperor, king, prince or foreign power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the 
United States, and shall be incapable of holding any office of trust or profit under 
them, or either of them." 

     D).  Further, still, would be the irrefutable, and iron-clad evidence that the 
Colorado BAR Association is registered with the Colorado Secretary of State 
as a "Private, non-profit, tax-exempt, Corporation," with its corporate 
headquarters in Denver, CO.  [Please see attached "Articles of Incorporation"].  
The B.A.R., itself, a.k.a. "British Accreditation Registry," has its corporate 
headquarters in the "City of London," England, with its "Administration" being 
the "Crown Templar."

     E).  It has been determined, as well, through historic & forensic research & 
documentation, that the "Judiciary Act of 1789" was considered to be an 
abrogation of the "Spirit & Intent of the US Constitution, and Nullified in the 1803 
US Supreme Court ruling over Marbury v. Madison. [See Attached]  
     This "ruling," or "written admission," by John Marshal, and his colleagues, 
defined the "Judicial functions of the Court" are bound to the Constitution, yet, 
"Judges," and all other "Officers of the Court," including Mr. Hill, and others, as 
in "practitioners of law," and all being "foreign agents of a foreign principle," 
CANNOT open, or review, the Constitution, no more than they can "open," or 
"occupy" "public office," or hold "government office," as the US Constitution does 
NOT apply to "their (Crown Templar) government." 
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     F).  Worse, yet, is the "Contract" Robert J. Hill, Esquire, and the Montrose 
County Commissioners filed with the Montrose County Clerk & Recorder.  This 
"Commercial Instrument" fails on numerous accounts, and should have been 
considered NULL & VOID upon its inception, for the following reasons;

          1).  The ONLY "signature" on this "Filed & Registered Contract," or 
"Agreement," is that of "Robert J. Hill," and the "signatures" of Commissioner's 
Gary Ellis, David White, or Ronald Henderson, do NOT appear on the document.

          2).  There appears to be NO attached "Affidavit" providing "Full-
Disclosure" to the public, notifying them of Mr. Hill's status as a "foreign agent of 
a foreign principle," and a member of the Colorado BAR Association.

          3).  This "Agreement" awards Robert J. Hill, Esquire, the title of "County 
Employee," and “County Administrator,” in direct violation of the State & US 
Constitutions prohibiting a "foreign agent of a foreign principle" from holding a 
"government office."

          4).  This "Agreement" awards Robert J. Hill, Esquire, the salary of 
"$99,900.00 annually," with health, life, and other medical insurance, along with 
the County Treasury ("the People") being leveraged for picking up the costs of 
Mr. Hill's "public official insurance bond," and his "criminal insurance bonds."

          5).  This "Agreement" awards Robert J. Hill, Esquire, all travel expenses, 
meals, etc., for the work he completes outside of the County, including Mr. Hill's 
expenses incurred while attending Colorado BAR Association functions, as in 
regular meetings & training seminars.  These expenses and reimbursements 
include Mr. Hill's Colorado BAR Association, and his Colorado County 
Attorney Association membership dues, and fees, raising further "Conflict of 
Interest" issues as a "County Employee."

          6).  This "Commercial Contract" clearly shows Mr. Hill as a "County 
Employee," yet, he "serves at the pleasure of the Commissioners." who, do NOT, 
necessarily, represent the majority of the electorate, or “governing body.”  Mr. Hill, 
then, does NOT serve at the pleasure of the majority of the “electorate,” as a 
"County Employee."  There appears NO record, where Mr. Hill, and/or the County 
Commissioners, have "fully-disclosed" Mr. Hill’s actual "job description" to the 
“soveriegn governing body,” as in the “electorate.”

          7).  Mr. Hill's "job description," as presented in this "Agreement," violates 
USC Title #22, Sections #G & #H, as he involves himself, and takes part in 
prohibited tasks & duties, as defined under these Sections.
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          8).  Mr. Hill's "job description," as presented in this "Agreement," violates 
Colorado Constitutional Law, limiting the "practice of law," and "legal 
representation," to clients who are "incompetent," "mentally-challenged," "Wards 
of the State, or "Wards of Court."  The Montrose County Government DOES 
NOT, and CANNOT qualify under any of these categories for "legal 
representation," by any "practitioner of the law."

          9).  This “Commercial Contract,” as “signed,” or, in this case, the lack of 
“signatures,” was received & accepted by the Mesa County Clerk & Recorder, 
Francine Tipton-Long.  The “acceptance” of an incomplete, and fraudulent, 
“Commercial Instrument,” creates a serious problem for the Mesa County Clerk, 
and for the Mesa County Finance Director, when viewed under the lens of USC 
Title #18, Sections #3, #4, #201, #216, #225, #371, #401, #402, #641, #663, 
#665, #912, #1001, #1002, #1018, #1028, #1031, #1034, #1038, among others.  
If you are unfamiliar with these “Constitutional Codes of LAW,” I would 
recommend that you research them for their content & meaning.  “Ignoring,” or 
“Ignorance of the LAW,” is NEVER acceptable, or excusable!

     10).  This “Commercial Contract” states; “This Agreement is terminated by Hill 
as a result of a breach of a material term or provision by County.”
     Given the number of “breaches” brought forth in this presentment, Mr. Hill is 
OBLIGATED, under LAW, and under the terms of this “Contract,” to accept 
termination, with prejudice, of this “Agreement,” forthwith, and without 
obstruction, or delay.

          A).  Given the “breaches...of provision by County,” and the fraud Mr. Hill 
had/has induced into this “Agreement,” Mr. Hill is, also, OBLIGATED to return to 
the Montrose County Treasury all monies & sums of money, he has collected 
since the execution date of this “Agreement,” and that, Mr. Hill’s “severance 
payment(s)” be denied on this “Demand-for-cause.”

          B).  Mr. Hill is, also, to return to the Montrose County Treasury all monies, 
and sums of money, received & collected for any & “all accrued sick and vacation 
time,”.... “in accordance with Montrose County Personnel Management Program 
Policies and Procedure,”.....and, “under any federal or state law.”

          C).  Mr. Hill is, also, to return to the Montrose County Treasury all monies, 
and sums of money, paid, on his behalf, for his “insurance policies for life, 
accident, and disability,”... and, “all premiums,”....including those premiums paid 
“into deferred compensation accounts in lieu of insurance as is currently offered 
to County employess.”
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          D).  Given the fraudulent nature of this “Agreement,” Mr. Hill is NOT 
entitled to “retirement benefits,” and must return all monies, and sums of money, 
paid, received, and/or deposited in these “retirement accounts” by the Montrose 
County Treasury on behalf of Mr. Hill.

          E).  Mr. Hill, in violation of this “Contract,” must return all monies, and 
sums of money, received, deposited, or paid, to the Colorado BAR Association, 
and the Colorado County Attorneys Association including, but NOT limited to 
Mr. Hills “attorney registration fees and expenses,” “professional dues and 
subscriptions,” in & to all of Mr. Hill’s  “national, regional, state and local 
associations and organizations.”

          F).  Mr. Hill must, also, reimburse the Montrose County Treasury for all 
monies, and sums of money, paid, on his behalf, for ALL “PROFESSIONAL, 
DEVELOPMENT, CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION, AND TRAVEL 
EXPENSES,” and ALL “GENERAL EXPENSES,” which were paid, received, or 
deposited, on Mr. Hill’s behalf.

          G).  “SECTION X. INDEMNIFICATION” of this “Commercial Contract” is, 
hereby, declared NULL & VOID upon its inception, given the fraud induced into 
this “Agreement” by Mr. Hill, and the fact, that Mr. Hill has, with deceptive & 
malicious intent, violated numerous criminal laws of the State of Colorado, and of 
the United States, as defined by this “Agreement,” and by the LAWS of Colorado, 
and the United States.

               1).  Please keep in mind, that; “The common law is the real law, the 
Supreme Law of the land, and the code, rules, regulations, policy and statutes are 
“not the law”, [Self v. Rhay, 61 Wn (2d) 261]

                2). AND, THAT; "All laws, rules and practices which are repugnant to the 
Constitution are null and void" [Marbury-v-Madison, 5th US (2 Cranch) 137, 174, 176,
(1803).] 

          H).  Therefore, Mr. Hill is NOT entitled to indemnification, or immunity from 
liability, prosecution, fine, fee, or penalty, under C.R.S. #24-10-110, as 
“presumed” in this “Agreement.”

          I).  Under “SECTION XI. BONDING,” of this “Commercial Instrument,” Mr. 
Hill must return all monies, and sums of money, to the Montrose County 
Treasury, paid, on his behalf, for his fidelity, performance, and/or surety bonds, 
which were to insure his “Fidelity,” and his “Good Faith Performance” as a 
“County Employee.”
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          J).  The “insuring entity, or entities,” as in CTSI, a.k.a. “One Beacon 
Insurance Company,” and/or “Lexington Insurance Company,” a.k.a. “AIG 
Insurance Company,” or by whatever known “aliases,” MUST, without 
obstruction, or delay, make payment to the Montrose County Treasury any & all 
monies payable under “Demand-for-Contract,” and under this Claim against Mr. 
Hill’s criminal activities.  These “amounts payable upon demand” are estimated to 
be $100,000,000.00 (ONE-HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS) in LAW-ful US 
currency, per offense, per ocurrence, as per the County’s “Certificate of 
Participation” with CTSI.

          K).  Having determined, “in-fact & evidence,” that this “Commercial 
Instrument” fails on its “intent to defraud,” where Mr. Hill, nor the County 
Commissioners, have operated with “Fidelity,” or in “Good Faith,” and they have, 
individually & collectively, failed to comply with the “terms and conditions” set 
forth in their own “Oaths of Office.”  The activities, and acts, of Mr. Hill, and the 
County Commissioners, a.k.a. “Gary Ellis,” “David White,” and “Ronald 
Henderson,” are in direct “conflict with the provisions of this Agreement, the 
County’s Personnel Policy Manual, and laws & ethical obligations of (Mr. Hill’s) 
“practicing law in the State of Colorado.”

          L).  As evidenced under “SECTION XII. OTHER TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT,” it is further, and finally, Noted, that, the 
“governing body,” as in the “electorate,” and/or “the People,” have NOT, in direct 
violations of their Rights under LAW, been served by Mr. Hill, as “County 
Attorney,” and they have NOT been advised, or “Fully-Informed” as to Mr. Hill’s 
“Agreement,” or his “actual job description” with the Board of County 
Commissioners.  This “SECTION” reads as follows;

  “Nothing in this Section XII shall alter the fact that the County Attorney serves at 
the pleasure of the Board of County Commissioners and that Hill is an at will 
employee.” 

     M).  Under “SECTION XIV. NOTICES,” we find, that, Mr. Robert J. Hill 
appears to be the sole author of this “Commercial Instrument,” as this 
“Agreement” was mailed via the United States Postal Service.  If this document 
was NOT authored by Mr. Robert Hill, please advise as to the actual & genuine 
author.

     N).  We, also, find, that, ITEM #E of SECTION XIV dictates, that; “No 
amendment of this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing agreed to by 
both parties hereto.”  There appears to be NO amendment attached to this 
“Agreement” under record.  If any such “amendment” does exist, please advise.
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     O).  ITEM #F of SECTION XIV states; “This Agreement shall be interpreted 
and governed under the laws of the State of Colorado.”  Having proven, well 
beyond any reasonable doubt, that Mr. Hill, and the Montrose County 
Commissioners, have, with Malice of Intent, and/or Negligence, breached “the 
laws of the State of Colorado,” and by this, alone, this “Commercial Instrument” 
has been born of Fraud, and as such, this “Agreement” should have been, 
wholly, and without exception, Null & Void upon its inception.

     P).  Further & Finally; this “Commercial Instrument,” which was filed as 
“Official,” with the Montrose County Clerk & Recorder, as previously noted, is 
NOT “signed” by any of the Montrose County Commissioners, or attested to by 
the Clerk to Board of Commissioners, or the Deputy Clerk and Recorder, as 
prescribed by Colorado State Law, and in direct contradiction to the very 
provisions of this “Agreement,” itself, thus rendering this “Commercial Instrument” 
Null & Void upon its inception, and (i)t is without any LAW-ful defense.

SUMMARY OF NOTICE

     This Claimant, as provider of, and as a witness to, the evidence presented, 
and with the genuine intent of exposing public corruption, retains All Rights 
Reserved under LAW.

     Upon receipt of “PAYMENTS DUE ON DEMAND,” from the “Insuring 
entities,” so mentioned, and as per the Claimant’s “TRUE BILL OF 
EXCHANGE,” the Montrose County Treasurer will, with AUTHORIZED 
WARRANT, redistribute these “funds” EQUALLY to all of Montrose County’s 
Charitable organizations, “residents-in-need,” and to ALL those residents, as in 
“men & women of the Land,” whose annual incomes are less-than $50,000.00 
(FIFTY-THOUSAND DOLLARS) in LAW-ful US Money & currency, ONLY!

     As a Federally-protected informant & witness against County Technical 
Services, Inc., and against the American BAR Association, the “Principle,” and 
“Primary,” recipients, and reviewers, of this NOTICE are, hereby, advised, that, 
ANY act of retribution, or retaliation, in any form, method, or fashion, against the 
Claimant, shall be held fully accountable, and in-Penalty, for such acts.

     The “Principles,” and “Primary” recipients of this NOTICE, as so named 
above, are Obligated, under LAW, to respond, protest, and rebut each & every 
point presented, to avoid breach, or default.  Failure to respond, protest, and 
rebut each point presented, will be taken an admission, and an averment, that 
the Claimant’s arguments are True & Correct.
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     This NOTICE, along with the attached “Public Official Assessment,” the 
“TRUE BILL OF EXCHANGE,” and ALL attached evidence, meet & exceed the 
qualifications & criteria as “Commercial Affidavits of Truth,” where the Claimant 
attests & affirms, under the Penalty of Perjury, that the above statements are the 
Truth, the whole Truth, and nothing but the Truth, and that as “Commercial 
Instruments,” these documents & DEMANDS are “NON-JUDICIAL,” and the 
Claimant offers NO Consent to ANY Court of Law, or to ANY “Officer of the 
Court,” be they “domestic, or foreign,” to obstruct, negate, abrogate, adjudicate, 
rule, or overturn, these “Commercial Instruments,” which are, upon receipt, “in 
Commerce.”

     As such, these “Commercial Instruments” become effective & enforceable 
upon receipt of Claimant’s NOTICE, “TRUE BILL OF EXCHANGE,” and All 
other Demand(s). 

Private Patent & Estate of steven duane curry; “House of Curry”

steven duane curry; “juris privati”

All Rights Reserved-status quo ante bellum
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